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Hello Friends.. 
 
It's so good to be back with another Roadshow. I've worked on this issue steadily 
for four weeks, and I think I have a little something for everyone. If this is your 
first issue.. Welcome, and feel free to participate or comment like you've known 
me forever...   
 
First.. I want to sincerely thank all of 
you who took time to email me after 
the last issue. Carolyn and I are so 
grateful for all the kind thoughts and 
prayers. No one knows how 
important good friends can be until 
you go through a tough situation.  
 
We did find time to make a quick trip 
to Myrtle Beach last week. I didn't have time to visit all the magic shops, but I did 
get to spend a little time at Trickmasters at Barefoot Landing and pick up a couple 
of items. I still miss Conley's House of Magic, who were a mainstay at Barefoot 
Landing for years, but Trickmasters had what I was looking for.. and the 
demonstrator (Alex ?) was very congenial and knowledgeable. If you are lucky 
enough to live within shopping distance of a 'real' magic shop.. support it. They 
need our business to stay in business. I'm going to find a way to support local 
shops in the Roadshow.. not sure how at the moment.. but I'll figure out 
something..  
 
My Asheville friends and I are meeting monthly at the Cornerstone Restaurant in 
Asheville NC. It's about as informal as it gets. No affiliation, aside from a love of 
magic, and anyone who wants to attend is welcome to do so. Email me if you're 
interested. ( We 'usually' meet the 3rd Thursday of the month.. and should you be 
passing through, you're invited..)  
 
Right now, most of my friends and I are patiently awaiting TRICS ( the Carolina 
Close-Up Convention ) the first weekend in November. Join Germany's Denis 



Behr,  Spain's Pipo Villanueva, England's Joseph Barry, Will Fern, Bill Goodwin and 
Steve Valentine (among others) in Charlotte NC at what those of us who attend 
yearly consider THE premier close-up convention in the country .. Scott Robinson 
does an excellent job at putting everything together and keeping the experience 
intimate.  http://www.tricsconvention.com/index.html 
 
Remember, the Roadshow is read by thousands each month. Also, because we 
are published online in the form of a blog/website, everything published serves as 
a permanent link to each site. This is beneficial in two ways: The search engines 
‘award’ your site with a better ranking, and anything published in the Roadshow is 
covered by copyright laws. So, if you have something you would like to share with 
the magic world, getting it published in the Magic Roadshow is a good way to go. 
Magicians around the world will see your effect/article and I do not retain rights, 
other than initial publishing rights. You are free to re-publish your material 
wherever you wish, and, if it contains something proprietary, it is covered by 
copyrights from the date it publishes here… Sounds like a good deal to me!  
 
Questions or comments?  Email me ( Rick@MagicRoadshow.com )    
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"The two most important days of your life are the day you were born and the day 
you find out why.... "   Mark Twain 
 
"An ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory." —John Jacob Astor 
 
"Sometimes you don't know the value of a moment until it becomes a memory..."  
Dr. Seuss 
 
"I am referred to as a comedy-magician because people laugh at my magic…and 
they are mystified by my jokes.."  John Kinde 
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Floating Lemon Slice -  ( David Blaine meets Bill Nye..) 
Paul A. Lelekis 
 
Levitate a slice of lemon using a few simple ingredients found in any pub. 
Ingredients: 
• slice of lemon 
• four matches 
• pint glass 
• ashtray 
• water 
 
Instructions: 
1. Pour water into the ashtray until the water is ~1cm deep. 
 



2. Push three matchsticks into the slice of lemon, in the shape of a triangular 
pyramid, with the match heads together at the top point of the pyramid. 
 
3. Place the lemon and matchsticks in the centre of the ashtray, so that they 
float on the water. 
 
4. Light the fourth match and use it to light the other three together. 
 
5. Invert the pint glass over the lemon and matches, letting it sit inside the 
ashtray. 
 
6. Watch as the lemon slice magically levitates within the pint glass! 
 
How does it work? 
The simplicity of this trick belies the complexity of the physical processes that 
contribute to the effect… 
 
Firstly, there is a simple air pressure effect caused by the expansion and 
contraction of the gas within the pint glass as it heats up and cools down. The 
heat from the three matches causes the air inside the pint glass to get hot. When 
all the oxygen within the glass is exhausted, the matches go out and the air inside 
the glass cools down. The cooler air takes up much less space, so water gets 
sucked up into the glass to take up that extra volume. 
 
Secondly, the combustion reaction changes the species present, thereby changing 
the volume of gas within the glass. When the matches burn they consume the 
oxygen from the air within the pint glass. The products of this reaction are carbon 
dioxide and water. The water will be a liquid, thus there will be less gas in the 
glass, causing the water to be sucked up into the glass to fill the volume. 
 
Remember… 
The lemon slices needs to be thick enough to support the matches, yet still able to 
float on the water. 
 
Performance Suggestions 
 



This trick was first developed for use in pubs, and draws on ingredients commonly 
found in most pubs. However, there's no reason not to use it in other 
environments also. It is most suitable for demonstrating to small groups of 
onlookers - it won't attract a crowd by itself, but will maintain the interest of 
audiences that you are already engaged with. 
 
Did You Know? 
This demo is based on a method used by Joseph Priestley to demonstrate that 
oxygen is a component of air, and to could actually estimate the proportion of 
oxygen in the air. Priestly was probably the first to show that 
air was NOT just empty space, but that it was composed of matter. 
 
** This effect is one of many in the very diverse OSMOSIS ebook, just published 
by Paul and selling on Lybrary.com.  Osmosis is $10.00. The Magic Roadshow is 
$0.00. So get 'em both an imagine you only paid $5 buck each.. See the full review 
below... 
 
 http://www.lybrary.com/osmosis-p-
858688.html?osCsid=92322f7e02bb6c355aba3209051ef0f6  
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
Establishing Your Entertainment Business - What Performers Need To Know 
Mindpro.. 
 
(This is the first part of a multiple part series created for readers of the Magic 
Roadshow..) 
 
While most of us were lured to magic, mentalism or the related arts by the 
intrigue, fascination and that “something special” it made us feel, and eventually 
the joy, power and position it presented when we were performing for others, 
our original appeal is of the creative and  performing. 
 
We spend years practicing, improving and hopefully mastering our performance. 
Some choose to remain hobbyists enjoying it casually and occasionally. However, 
for others comes the desire for it to be much more. We want to perform for 
profit. Some even to the point of it becoming a larger part of their lives 
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performing regularly part-time, while others pursue their dream of being a full-
time performer making a living doing the very thing that they love. 
 
Regardless of your level as a part-time or full-time performer, when performing 
for pay, you quickly find yourself operating on another level with new 
expectations, responsibilities and elements to consider. When performing either 
part-time or full-time you are conducting business with those that hire you for 
your services. It becomes a business transaction. 
 
As creative people many performers struggle or have difficulty when faced with 
the business aspects of performing. Learning our craft is our specialty, not 
conducting a business. While this may be the feeling for many, the true fact of the 
matter is if you are performing for pay from others, they are viewing this as a 
business transaction and also perceive you as a professional (yes, even if you are 
only a part-timer.) So just as you took the time, patience and process to learn and 
evolve your performing skills, the same must be done for your business skills. It 
has often been said that success for a professional performer is created in the 
business behind the performance. In my 40+ years in entertainment, I have never 
found something to be more true. 
 
So where do you start? What do you do? How do I create and establish my 
performing as a business? 
 
These are great questions. As you will soon see, setting up the business side of 
your performing is very similar to when you first started to create your 
performance. It requires learning, knowledge, understanding and the proper 
execution. I’ve always said that the business side of what we do is also a 
performance. In our performing we think about what needs to be done to 
accomplish an effect, how it appears or is perceived to our audience, the 
perception we wish to project, and what is our final goal (hopefully thunderous 
applause and amazement.) We started with the basics, created a foundation and 
incorporated all of these other aspects on top of that to get the performance we 
desired. 
 
Well the very same is true for the business side of our operations. It all begins by 
creating the proper foundation and making the proper choices to lead us to our 
final goals. Having goals and direction is important to any business. It creates a 



structure, plan and system that can be implemented every day and with every 
prospect interested in your show. Having the proper business structure in place 
allows you the greatest chance of getting and converting bookings, allows for the 
absolute best experience for the customers that book you, allows you to present 
the best performance possible and allows you to create a sustainable business 
operation that can continue to grow and thrive as you move forward. 
 
So where do you begin? The first step is addressing some foundational decisions. 
Think these through carefully as the answers you provide will be what creates the 
foundation your entire business will be based upon. The one thing you do not 
want is a wobbly or unstable foundation, as everything built upon it will also 
become unstable, inconsistent and creates a plethora of problems, setbacks and 
unwanted derailments. 
 
First, let’s look at some of the foundational questions to consider and decide 
upon: 
-How often do I want to perform? 
-What area do I want to be my performing area *geographically)? 
-What type of events do I prefer to work? 
-What type of performance or performances do I want to offer? 
-Am I currently prepared to do this? If not, what needs to be done to become -
ready? 
-Do I have a name for my performance(s) and/or what name do I want to perform 
as? 
-How much do I want to charge and why? 
 
These are some of the most common questions to address. There can be others 
as well, perhaps even more specific. The better you think about, decide and know 
exactly who and what you are and how you want to be presented, the more you 
will create a solid foundation from which to build the rest of your business 
operation. 
 
Do not continue on until you have given these questions the proper time, thought 
and importance they deserve for you to come up with the right answers for you 
and your business. The next set of questions to ask yourself is what do I need to 
get ready for business and to start? These may include things such as business 
cards, brochures, a sign or banner, perhaps a website or other identifying and 



promotional items. It also may be things like a cell phone, car or reliable 
transportation, perhaps some props, wardrobe or stage accessories. Perhaps a 
microphone and sound system. What else do you need? 
 
Another great foundational question that you must ask yourself and clearly define 
is “why should the customer book me for their special event? This is a very 
significant question as it is the exact same question your inquiring prospects are 
asking themselves. Your answer to this question and how you present it will be 
directly related to how many bookings you will receive. If you do not know, there 
is no way you can expect to address this with your inquiring customers. Again, 
take the time, effort and research necessary to decide the proper and best 
answers for you, your business and your customers. 
 
At this point you should be able to see your business and your performance as it 
relates to your business starting to be defined and coming together. 
 
The other thing you may have noticed is addressing and doing this in the proper 
sequential order is most imperative to creating your strong foundation. So many 
performers want to skip over steps or perhaps don’t know the proper steps and 
order. So many just work on their performance and they think all they now need 
is to just start marketing to get bookings. Yet when they get inquiries and they do 
not get booked, they struggle to understand why. 
 
Most do not realize is there is an entire segment missing between having the 
performance and starting to market to get bookings. This most-crucial segment is 
having the proper business operational system in place. This assures having a 
system to execute, promote, present and close the most amount of bookings. It is 
this business operational system that will minimize your learning curve, reduces 
potential risks and setbacks, allows for higher conversion (booking) rates, and 
most of all it is this system that assures your customers that they have made the 
best decision for their special event offering them peace of mind. It is also what 
will separate you from most other performers and create your image and 
perception as a professional. I can’t stress enough the importance of this major 
section in the establishing of your performing business. 
 
You must honestly ask yourself… 



“Do I have a system in place to properly introduce my business and present my 
services?” 
“Do I know how to “sell” interested prospects on my performing services?” 
“Do know the process of converting interested prospects into bookings?” 
“Do you have the process of confirming the booking and receiving payment?” 
Create your business system to bring this all together to allow you to get to the 
point of beginning to market and solicit bookings. 
 
By having the right approach and perspective and by taking the time to create a 
solid foundation for your business by making the best foundational decisions, will 
allow you to best position and prepare you and your business for the success you 
desire. 
------------- 
MIndpro is a professional entertainment business specialist that has been 
coaching and consulting entertainers in entertainment business and press and 
media for over 30 years. He has enjoyed success as a full-time entertainer, owner 
of three entertainment agencies, as an international talent broker, producer and 
promoter, as well as being a press and media coach and consultant after 20+ 
years in radio and television. He has helped many start, grow and master the art 
of entertainment business. 
 
He has been featured on The Oprah Winfrey Show, Good Morning America, ABC-
TV’s All My Children, CBS, ABC, CNN and FOX News as well as being a frequent 
guest on many various television and radio shows throughout the country.  
 
Throughout his career Mindpro has worked with a virtual who’s who in the world 
of entertainment including Tom Jones, Willie Nelson, Phyllis Diller, Don Rickles, 
Steve Allen, Michael Jordan, Tony Danza, John Stamos, Loretta Lynn, Kenny 
Rogers, Tom Petty, Billy Joel, The Monkees and The Beach Boys. 
  
His Entertainer’s Success Series of professional business resources for 
entertainers and entertainment business owners are available at 
http://www.EntertainmentSuccess.com  
 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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Con Tricks  -  Article by Rob Eastaway 
(Originally published on the NRICH site.)  
 
NRICH is a website aimed at prompting young adults to master math skills. I can 
promise you, some of the math skills required are beyond my scope. I particularly 
enjoyed this page with Cons, asking the students to analyze the con and 
determine why it works... 
 
"When you go out into the wider world, you discover lots of seemingly friendly 
people with big smiles who want to sell you things. It comes as something of a 
shock, therefore, to discover that not all of those people are entirely honest. In 
fact, some of them are what are sometimes known as 'rip-off' merchants or con-
men (though they are just as likely to be women). And without being good with 
figures, you may be in danger of becoming one of their victims. I'm going to give 
you some examples of 'cons', and see if you can figure out where the trick is." 
 
A woman goes into a jewellers' shop and buys a gold ring for £100 (which she 
pays for in crisp, $20 notes). As she is leaving the shop, she pauses, and then goes 
back to the counter. I've decided I don't want this $100 ring - I want that $200 
ring instead, she says. The jeweller takes back the $100 ring and gives her the 
$200 one. That will be another $100 then, madam. At which point the customer 
stamps her foot and says: I don't owe you anything. Earlier on I gave you $100 in 
cash for the ring. And now I've just handed over the ring as well, which is worth 
$100. So I've given you $200, and you have given me a $200 ring in return, so we 
are quits. And with that, she walks out of the shop, leaving the jeweller scratching 
his head. 
 
Question: can you work out what has gone wrong? 
 
https://nrich.maths.org/1441  
 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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OSMOSIS.. A Renaissance Ebook from Paul  A. Lelekis 
A Review by Rick Carruth 
 
It's funny.. Each month I publish one of Paul's many effects in The Magic 
Roadshow. Each month I put in the footer " Paul now has 31 ebooks on the 
Lybrary.com site..". Each month Paul emails me to gently inform me that should 
be '32' instead of '31'... or '24' instead of '23'...  
I can't keep up!  I am constantly adjusting the writer credits to reflect the total, 
and Paul is constantly writing a new one.  
 
Well, assuming I can publish this review quick enough, THIS is Paul's latest... and 
definitely one of my favorites. It reminds me of my favorite magic books - those 
that include a little of this.. and a little of that. I love diversity, as I am not firmly 
tied to any one particular form of magic. Every audience is different, and every 
performance differs based on many factors.. not the least of which is my mood. 
Paul and I both work restaurants, and believe me, you have to perform for as 
diverse a crowd as imaginable. What works for one table may fall flat at the next. 
That's why having an arsenal of 'weapons' is so important.. and why I enjoy this 
ebook so much..  
 
OSMOSIS begins with two very different effects.. both well within reach of the 
beginner to intermediate performer.       
 
"2002 Simplicity Aces - Aces jump to ANY packet chosen by spectator." and " 
Combo Bill Penetration and Bill Switch Routine - A hilarious double-revelation 
routine with a borrowed bill" 
 
Alex Elmsley created a classic Ace effect called '1002 Aces'. Larry Jennings did him 
one better with '2002 Aces'. Paul introduces us to his version.. '2002 Simplicity 
Aces', which is definitely the most simple of the three, but with the same killer 
ending.  
 
The Combo Bill Penetration & Switch combines comedy and magic to provide the 
spectators with a complete performance piece, utilizing one of magic's most 
powerful weapons... the thumb tip. The thumb tip isn't the trick.. but a utility 
device to allow you to perform the effect with lots of laughs and applause.  
 



"Mindreader - A brilliant Marlo double revelation ESP effect!" OK, I'll tell you 
straight-up, this is not for the beginner. On the other hand, it doesn't contain and 
knuckle-busting moves either. It DOES contain a number of moves that, 
fortunately, are in direct proportion to the number of eyes that pop out of 
sockets. You'll really like this one...  
 
The next two, "Reaping the Aces" and "Easy 4 Ace Cutting" are both 'cutting the 
Aces' effects. Reaping the Aces may be my favorite effect in the entire ebook. 
Originally published by Larry Jennings, this effect allows the spectator to cut to all 
four Aces.  I judge every effect in my repertoire based on the effect it has on a lay 
audience... and cutting the Aces is far and away one of the most impressive 
sleights in a magician's arsenal. Reaping the Aces looks so cool you can't help but 
really, really like it. Even a beginning level magician can do this with a little 
practice. If you can hold a punky break and slip a card onto the bottom of the 
deck while taking one off the top.. you can easily do this effect.     
'Easy 4 Ace Cutting' again allows the spectator to be the one finding the Aces. 
Based on the Balducci Cut-Deeper force, this is super easy to perform. It requires 
a small set-up on top of the deck, but you can false shuffle or shuffle around it to 
make it look totally impromptu.   
 
The next effect is not an effect... it's a technique to improve your magic. Paul 
describes it as.. "Professional Misdirection - Read this! Learn a little-known secret 
about misdirection that will revolutionize your card magic!"  Once you know the 
secret, you'll think back to all the times you've seen top pros do this, but had no 
idea it was a scripted part of their effect. Nuff said...  
 
"Simplicity Itself" uses a classic effect, combined with Paul's comedy patter, to 
create one of the centerpiece effects of this ebook. To quote Osmosis.. "The 
performer shuffles a deck of cards which may be borrowed. 
A card is freely selected and freely returned to the deck. With a “snap!” a card 
turns face up…however it’s not the selection! After the performer “explains” why, 
the face-up card is used to count down to another card…this is the selection!"  
Paul goes to great length to explain his comedy patter, line by line, and then 
explains why the patter works. You really can't be prompted more than this..!  
 
"Coin Magic Sleights". Next, Paul includes 5 of his favorite, and most critical, coin 
sleights. Each sleight includes an array of photos to help you get the proper feel. 



Remember, sleights practiced badly only produce bad sleights. If you want to 
learn a good matrix routine, or simply want a convincing vanish, these five 
sleights will serve you well.     
 
"Some Cool Ideas and Routines From Skinner and Others" cover twelve different 
ideas and effects. Most are either less-detailed effects or well-explained 
suggestions. Paul's Comedy Card Mis-Call is classic, and includes, like most of his 
effects, the comedy patter along with the moves. Others are Skinner's Four Ace 
Reverse, Harry Lorayne's Invisible Pass, Skinner's Double Triumph, Fetchter's 
Explain Trick, and Dai Vernon's Fortune Telling.. among others. It would take you 
years to find all this ' magic stuff' on your own..  
 
Now, I'm not sure how to approach this.. but Paul got a Science bug up his... 
sleeve, and brought Osmosis to my kind of end.. interesting and off-the-wall. I 
have a soft spot for things I should have learned in school, had I been a good 
student, and both science and mathematics often find their way into my writings 
at a time in my life when one wouldn't expect it. Thanks to Big Bang Theory, 
science is once again cool, and Paul has concluded OSMOSIS with two science 
effects.. disguised as bar tricks. The first is called Floating Lemon Slice, and shows 
you how to 'float' a lemon slice, in mid-air, inside an upside down glass. The 
second is called Water-Proof Hanky.. and gives you a great excuse to scare the 
dickens out of a perfectly well-behaved young man who is making your table-
hopping a pure pleasure.. (right).  
 
I recommend OSMOSIS to anyone familiar with Paul's enormous volume of work 
on Lybrary.com, 34 total ebooks at the moment, and to anyone totally unfamiliar 
with Paul's work. Either way, Osmosis is a great outlet for the magician looking for 
a really good read. You can do this... You will be teaching your buddies at the next 
meeting some of the effects in this ebook.. And you will be kicking yourself for 
some of the high dollar purchases you've made, and garnered not a single thing 
from its righteous pages. I love a good deal.. and at ten bucks, you absolutely 
can't beat it.. (35 pages, numerous photos, and a video are included) 
 
http://www.lybrary.com/paul-a-lelekis-m-
163788.html?osCsid=874ceb475337c6d359a8147145a261c7  
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
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The Magic Of Shin Lim 
by David O'Connor 
 
History of Magic: Shin Lim… Magicians from the Asian countries of China, Korea 
and Japan are making tremendous inroads into the wonderful world of magic 
artistry. At no other time in the history of magic have so many talented magicians 
brought so much innovation to our craft. One such highly talented performer is 
Canadian-born and Singapore-raised Shin Lim who in a few short years has lifted 
the art of magical entertainment to an all-time high. This former university music 
student has become a living legend in his own lifetime, with a string of awards 
and many achievements that are the envy of long-established magicians. Shin Lim 
would appear to be the leader of a new genre of magicians out there who not 
only carry on the traditions of the usual, conventional magic, but are broadening 
and expanding the whole concept of the craft. 
 
Shin Lim’s name loosely translated means “seeking excellence,“ and this, though 
he is still in his early 20’s, seems to be his dictum.  At the early age of 6, Shin Lim 
saw his first magic show but was not overly impressed by it at the time. When he 
was 16, his brother showed him a card trick called the ‘Slip-Force,’ which really 
impressed him. He was urged by his brother to study how it was done on 
YouTube. This Shin Lim did, and it was this that sparked his passion for magic. 
 
Studying music at the time, Shin Lim underwent therapy for his hands which were 
strained from constant piano playing. His doctor suggested that doing magic with 
his hands would be both therapeutic and less strenuous. The ease with which he 
manipulates playing cards so poetically and effortlessly is beautiful to behold. 
Today Shin Lim has become the number one sleight of hand card performer in the 
world. He follows the tradition of the silent performer to music. 
 
Shin Lim makes no claim of being a wizard or magician, but he is a self-taught, 
self-styled sleight-of-hand artist. He performs carefully choreographed routines, 
rather than pretending to defy the laws of physics. Shin Lim utilises finesse, 
timing, theatrics and natural skill to create wonderment rather than elicit that 
hackneyed question “How did he do that?“  He not only mystifies and enchants 
his live audiences; he also enables more people to appreciate his fine 
performances by using YouTube and video recordings. These performances create 



bewilderment and delight. While YouTube has hundreds of poorly devised magic 
tricks for the unwary, there are some wonderful tutorials available which Shin Lim 
made utmost use of to his advantage. 
 
Shin Lim Dream Act.. Not only is Shin Lim a superb performer; he has also 
invented some wonderful magic tricks and innovative magical creations. The 
routine that earned him the recognition of being the world’s number one sleight-
of-hand card magician at FISM in Rimini, Italy in 2015 was his ‘Dream Act.’ The act 
utilised smoke appearing from his fingers, and this is now available for direct 
buying. 
 
Some of Shin Lim’s other popular card effects are Shenanigans and Triage, as well 
as 52 Shades of Red and his Gone Deck. He produces beautiful quality playing card 
decks, and his Vanishing is a utility device for making a coin or ring disappear. 
Each of his routines comes complete with clear, fully comprehensive instructions. 
The magic of Shin Lim is not for the faint-hearted magician but rather for those 
who aspire to become better magicians and who want to lift their magic to a new 
level. 
 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAN-PwRfJcA  
 
Ever since his rise to fame and acknowledgement at FISM, Shin Lim has achieved a 
large number of credits to his name. His FISM prize as world champion earned 
him a headliner slot at the famous Rio Casino Hotel in Las Vegas and numerous 
engagements in the United States at conventions and seminars.  Shin Lim also 
made a tremendous impact on watching audiences around the world when he 
appeared on Penn & Teller’s Fool Us television show, where he presented his 
double-signed card with two volunteers transition and exchange that became 
sheer poetry in his hands. His performance brought the audience to an absolute, 
hushed intensity of concentration while they tried to absorb the mystery of what 
they were seeing. 
 
Shortly after the Paris, France terrorist attacks on November 13th 2015 that killed 
130 people, including 89 at the Baclan Theatre, which left the world devastated 
and in mourning, Shin Lim, feeling the pain of this outrageous act, felt compelled 
to create a new wonderful playing card routine like the world has never seen. It 
was to be his tribute to the people of France during their sorrow and mourning. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAN-PwRfJcA


His performance was viewed by more than 1.17 million people on television and 
garnered more than 7,000 likes on Facebook. The effect began with the 
introduction of a blue deck and the remarkable production of the four aces. After 
producing court cards from each ace (except the ace of spades), Shin Lim made 
the court cards vanish. They melted away as did the three remaining aces, only to 
be reproduced from the ace of spades. The routine performed silently to music 
was sheer theatre magic and artistry never before seen. At this stage, I become 
unable to describe the routine as one piece blended into the next, with wonderful 
vanishes, appearances, and colour changes. The deck became blank then the 
words “Pray for Paris” appeared. Then four cards appeared, with one featuring 
the Eiffel tower and the three the French tricolour flag, only to fade away in a 
wisp of smoke, reverting to the original deck which then changed colour. Finally 
the deck was placed back into the card case only to completely disappear. I think 
that day I witnessed what I believe to be the ultimate playing card conjuring 
routine of all time. 
 
I believe that Shin Lim is an active part of magic history-in-the-making and as such 
will deservedly become a very real part of our heritage. I am confident that Shim 
Lim will go onto greater things in magic, and we are fortunate to be living in these 
exciting magical times. Shin Lim now resides in Boston, Massachusetts and is in 
much demand at the higher end of the entertainment industry. We will be sure to 
hear more about—and be amazed more by—this excellent performer. 
 
 
David J O'Connor is a semi retired professional mentalist and children's 
entertainer. He has performed throughout South Africa, New Zealand and aboard 
cruise liners. David is a member of the International Brotherhood of Magicians 
and loves mentoring young people in magic. 
 
------------------ 
 
The Merchant of Magic Podcast Episode 14 - Interview with Shin Lim 
 
Topics of discussion include: 
 
His approach to creativity 
The dangers of practising magic too much 



Close up magic on stage 
Card flourishing as magic entertainment 
A detailed discussion of his Flash Card Switch 
Advice for beginners 
How he develops ideas for his magic 
and much more 
 
https://www.podbean.com/media/player/bgrd3-52381c   
 
------------------- 
 
Podbean.com - Superior Podcast Hosting. 
. 
Have you thought of starting your OWN podcast? What if you could start it for 
Free? I'm talking hosting, custom podcast players and the whole enchilada.. All 
you have to do is sign up, upload your audio file, add a pretty picture or two.. and 
you're LIVE. You can also add your podcasts to the Apple App Store and Google 
Play. Check out all the features at Podbean.... : 
 
"Welcome to Podbean.com. With Podbean, you can create professional podcasts 
in minutes without any programming knowledge. Our user-friendly interface 
allows you to upload, publish, manage and promote your podcasts with just a few 
clicks of your mouse. Just point, click and execute.  
 
Learn more at:   http://faq.podbean.com .  
 
------------------- 
 
The always-popular Magicians Podcast also publishes on the Podbean platform. 
They just published their 69th podcast with the top magicians on the planet... See 
what they're doing at: 
 
 http://magicianspodcast.podbean.com/?source=pb  
 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 

https://www.podbean.com/media/player/bgrd3-52381c
http://faq.podbean.com/
http://magicianspodcast.podbean.com/?source=pb


A Little SHADE  - JFX 
 
No tutorial here.. just very good cardplay. I enjoy watching a skilled performer 
with a deck of cards, and this definitely qualifies..  
 
http://magicians.website  
 
////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
SHADE Card Tricks w/ F. Paul Wilson & others.. 
 
Filmed at the famed Magic Castle in Hollywood, this extraordinary demonstration 
of cardistry possibilities will simultaneously inspire you and deflate you. F.Paul 
Wilson and others sit at a table and perform Scarney-like feats of magic. Again, 
this is not a tutorial.. but a demonstration of what is possible if you want to quit 
your day job and devote your life to endless practice.   
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W87Nm7PJbdE  
 
------------------ 
 
In case you missed it on Magic News.. this was featured on CNN last week, and is 
a highly informative 'study' of the Magic Castle, its rooms, performers, history, 
and why the greatest trick of all is.... getting in.  
 
Hollywood's Magic Castle: The hardest trick is Getting In - 
By Jordan Rane, for CNN 
http://www.cnn.com/2016/09/08/travel/magic-castle-los-angeles/index.html  
 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
SHADE  -  A Master of Cards.. and 15 Years of Devotion.. 
 
'Shade' is a Las Vegas 'performer' who is probably familiar to some of you who are 
fans of the Buck brothers and other highly talented card manipulators who 
specialize in flourishes and extreme handling. Shade recently put together this 14 

http://magicians.website/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W87Nm7PJbdE
http://www.cnn.com/2016/09/08/travel/magic-castle-los-angeles/index.html


minute video.. which he calls  " ..my life's work all in one video."  Watch and 
enjoy. 
 
https://player.vimeo.com/video/117512341  
 
You can learn more about Shade at:  http://www.shademagic.com/video.html  
 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
Learn the Strike Second Deal  -  The Russian Genius 
 
The second deal scares many a magicians. It shouldn't... This tutorial explains the 
basics very well, and gives you a good, solid footing for mastering this classic 
gambling sleight. I'm going to explain the 'second' secret to mastering the second 
deal below, and if you'll watch these two video and do as I suggest, I promise 
you'll be successfully second dealing after a couple of hours practice. That's not to 
say you'll 'master' the second deal after two hours.. but you'll be so satisfied with 
yourself and your potential that you will want to continue practicing until you DO 
master it...    
 
https://youtu.be/t5HsM-EvAfY  
 
-------- 
 
Learn the Push Off Second Deal 
 
This is a second method of accomplishing the same thing. Some prefer the Strike 
Second Deal and others prefer the Push Off. Try 'em both and decide for yourself. 
 
https://youtu.be/i5JlED3erBY?list=PLrqCsuZHNOGhAaJLIWHwgWelVLcHcCHu1  
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://player.vimeo.com/video/117512341
http://www.shademagic.com/video.html
https://youtu.be/t5HsM-EvAfY
https://youtu.be/i5JlED3erBY?list=PLrqCsuZHNOGhAaJLIWHwgWelVLcHcCHu1


The 'Second' Secret to the Second Deal.. 
Rick Carruth 
 
The Second Secret is really simple... hand cream.  Now, there are a number of 
lotions, creams, moisturizers, and the like magicians use to keep their hands 
moist. Some are available commercially from magic shops, and others are 
available at local shops and office supply stores.  
 
Why is this important? Because, unless you have a great deal of natural oils in 
your hands, you do not have ENOUGH oil to successfully perform the second deal. 
Without the right amount of oil you cannot 'grip' the second card with the pad of 
your finger. Oh, you can get it out from under the top card with a little work.. but 
it shouldn't be work to get it out.. it should slide out like butter.  
 
I use O'Keeffe's Working Hands primarily and SortKwik in a walk-around situation. 
Working Hands is a non-greasy, non-staining moisturizer that actually makes your 
hands/fingers a tad tacky.. and that's exactly what you need. The same can be 
said for SortKwik. SortKwik is available mostly through office supply stores and is 
used by folks who deal with lots of paper and have to separate paper, envelopes, 
money, etc.. Working Hands is primarily a hand cream for guys who work 
outdoors and have problems with their hand cracking. I've seen Working Hands in 
hardware stores, Wal-Mart, and on television.  
 
All that's necessary is to gently rub your thumb in the moisturizer, then, rub your 
other fingers with your thumb. A little goes a LONG way. I also add a little to the 
pads of my palms if I am going to perform something like an Erdnase Color 
Change where the palms are used to 'drag' a card. The color change becomes 
infinitely easier.  
 
Brilliant cardician Martin Nash favored SortKwik and kept a dab behind his right 
ear. Right before performing a complicated handling, Martin would pull on his ear 
lobe with his thumb and forefinger, adding just enough SortKwik to make the 
manipulation look easy.  
 
Another popular solution is Corn Huskers Oil-Free Hand Lotion. It works basically 
the same way as the other two I mentioned, except it's a flowing lotion and is 
generally applied to the whole hand instead of the fingers. I was back stage at a 



conference recently and walked up behind a very famous performer who was 
prepping to go onstage. I said "Knock 'em out.." and stuck out my hand for a quick 
handshake. He laughed and said.." Too late.. I've already 'Corn Huskered' these 
puppies..:" as he briskly rubbed both hands together.. a bottle of Corn Huskers 
prominently sitting next to several decks of bikes..   
 
Back to the second deal.. When you pull the second card out of the deck you do 
so with the pad of your thumb. When properly lubricated, you only need to 
'touch' the short top edge of the second card and gently 'pull' it from underneath 
the top card with the thumb pad only. When you have a tackiness to your thumb 
pad the second card will slide out almost as if it's 'stuck' to the thumb. Of course, 
you have to hold the deck loosely, giving the second card ample room to slide out.  
 
You will be truly amazed at how easily the card clears the deck, and you'll kick 
yourself for not stumbling on this much earlier in your life. I know some of you 
who use moisturizers regularly.. wouldn't leave home without it. But if you don't, 
do yourself a favor and give it a try.    
 
Two other opinions..  
 
John Carney. " I had moderate success with a product called Golden Touch, which 
was Vernon’s favorite. Another old world product is Corn Husker’s lotion. Others 
have had success with Sortkwik Fingertip Moisteners, used by bank tellers to 
count money. But perhaps my search is over, because I have happily found one of 
the best solutions … Chalk."  Read more at:  http://carneymagic.com/2453-2/  
  
Tim Quinlan. " Papercreme is the solution. Yes, Papercreme. Never heard of it? 
Nor had we but now we swear by it. The substance works like Sortkwik but for 
some reason works better. It is the perfect consistency, easy to apply and lasts as 
long as a 20-minute routine. Cards don’t stick together when they shouldn’t and 
deal as they would if they were being handled by some know-it-all youngster in a 
magic club 40 years ago. We buy ours from Amazon and have not seen it in stores 
– and we always look. It is inexpensive and effective."  
http://www.insidemagic.com/magicnews/2014/09/magicians-certain-age-dry-
hands/  
 
--------------- 

http://carneymagic.com/2453-2/
http://www.insidemagic.com/magicnews/2014/09/magicians-certain-age-dry-hands/
http://www.insidemagic.com/magicnews/2014/09/magicians-certain-age-dry-hands/


And while we're on the subject of fingers... 
--------------- 
 
Finger Exercises for Magicians - A Free PDF from Merchant of Magic 
Techniques to Improve Finger Dexterity 
  
The Merchant of Magic has created a free ebook that will teach you simple, easy 
finger exercises used by professional magicians as part of their sleight of hand 
practice sessions. This 21 page ebook will teach you how to: 
  
Develop dexterity, speed, and strength in your hands. 
Avoid R.S.I injury. 
Spot the symptoms of R.S.I 
Improve focus and coordination.  
Maintain healthy finger joints.  
Improve your ability to manipulate playing cards or coins. 
Understand how your muscles control your fingers. 
Know when, where and how to exercise your fingers. 
Much much more. 
(Includes video tutorials of each exercise..) 
 
http://blog.magicshop.co.uk/2013/10/finger-exercises-magicians-free-
ebook.html  
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
A Gilbreath Principle Magic Trick from Scam School 
 
If you have any interest in mathemagical magic, you're probably familiar with the 
Gilbreath Principle. Discovered by a California mathematician named Norman L. 
Gilbreath, the principle states that a group of cards, arranged a certain way pre-
shuffle, will maintain certain characteristics post-shuffle. This Scam School video 
explores the principle in a very creative way..  
   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ST0EeSO3ul0  
 
------------------ 

http://blog.magicshop.co.uk/2013/10/finger-exercises-magicians-free-ebook.html
http://blog.magicshop.co.uk/2013/10/finger-exercises-magicians-free-ebook.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ST0EeSO3ul0


 
Con or Theft?  -  How to Fool a Bartender in 3 Minutes or Less.. Video Tutorial 
 
This trick may be a felony in 36 states... give or take a few. Actually, Brian shows 
us how to play a highly effective trick - on the bartender. With a little help, you 
can establish yourself as a local legend, hopefully because of your magic.. and not 
your crimes.   
  
https://youtu.be/c6ifyIBt3fg?list=PLHprOf0KRyMSoSA9wsgaPEqRoNNsZ_D9z  
  
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
Card Under Box -  A Bold Card Trick Tutorial 
 
52Kards recently published a slick card-under-box trick that doesn't require you to 
put a card under a box. It's all in the placement.. that's all I'll say. If you can 
control a card to the top of the deck and then perform a half decent top palm, 
you can do this. It's easier than it sounds because all the work occurs during an 
off-beat and without scrutiny... so you top palm doesn't have to be perfect by any 
means...  
 
Also, look for links to videos featuring the Striking Vanish, Elmsley Count, Torn 
and Restored Card, and Rub a Dub. All are quality tutorials and very thorough in 
their teaching.  
 
https://52kards.com/video/card-under-box/  
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
How to Do the Great Escaping Ring Trick  -  Tom Ogden 
 
I've developed an interest in ring tricks the past few weeks, and this is one of the 
better ones.. for sure. Tom composed this for the Idiots Guides series of books 
and I found this online. Easy to do and a real fooler when practiced thoroughly.  
 

https://youtu.be/c6ifyIBt3fg?list=PLHprOf0KRyMSoSA9wsgaPEqRoNNsZ_D9z
https://52kards.com/video/card-under-box/


http://www.idiotsguides.com/hobbies-and-crafts/magic/how-to-do-great-
escaping-ring-trick/  
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
Perfect Magic Then and Now - A Magical Blog by Evelyn Matlin 
 
Phil and Evelyn run Perfect Magic, which is an online and a brick and mortar 
Magic Shop in Montreal, operating since 1977. Phil and Evelyn are what magic is 
all about. I appreciate the fact that Evelyn has kept their blog going continuously 
for over six years and right at 300 posts. She covers all facets of magic, new and 
old. I encourage you to visit and subscribe, as we have a sincere debt of gratitude 
to those who are fighting the tide and maintaining a true brick and mortar 
business. Yes, they're online also, but you have to if you hope to eat occasionally. 
;-) 
   
The Big Changes in Magic 
"Phil and I started Perfect Magic almost 40 years ago. I posted my first blog 6 
years ago. I’ve written almost 300 posts. I went to see what I wrote the first time. 
All I can say is that there were big changes from 40 years ago to 6 years ago, but 
from 6 years ago to now, there are no big changes. What changed is who is hot in 
magic! Many magicians today don’t know who Frank Garcia is although they are 
familiar with Daniel Garcia. They don’t know who Albert Goshman is but when 
they buy sponge balls they want Magic by Gosh brand. They never heard of 
Fantasio but they know about vanishing and appearing candles and canes. Now 
the names asked for are Shin Lim, Greg Wilson, Jon Allen, Dan and Dave to name 
a few. Most of the old timers are gone, unfortunately. 
 
At one time a legend remained a legend, but now new kids come on the block 
quickly and often the star today is forgotten tomorrow. We have the internet to 
thank for that. It’s good and bad. Everyday there is tons of new stuff. We try to 
weed out the bad."  Read the rest at: 
 
https://perfectmagic.wordpress.com/  
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 

http://www.idiotsguides.com/hobbies-and-crafts/magic/how-to-do-great-escaping-ring-trick/
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Hot Wings Prank - Contestant Begins to Smoke.. 
 
I doubt you'll learn a single thing from this video.. but I thought it was funny.. and 
original. Perhaps you will too.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqpfY2sN_jc  
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 Do You Get Stage Fright?  
 
Read my article at ezinearticles on overcoming stage fright.. It's a good read.. if I 
say so myself.  
 
 http://ezinearticles.com/?How-to-Overcome-Your-Stage-Fright-and-Master-
Your-Performance&id=8399619  
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
A Psychic Card Feat -  from Jean Hugard's ' Encyclopedia of Card Tricks' 
 
ASK a spectator to take a coin from his pocket and write its date on a piece of 
paper. Then write the figures reversed and subtract the smaller number from the 
larger. Suppose the date to be 1935, this reversed would give 5391, and the 
remainder after the subtraction will be 3456. The spectator is then to take from 
the pack a card with the same number of spots as the first figure of the answer, 
and do the same with the other three figures. If there is a 0 he uses a K to 
represent it. The four cards must be of different suits. This done he is to lay them 
on the table face down and move them about so that even he cannot tell one 
card from another, then take any one and put it in his pocket without looking at 
it. 
 
Pick up three remaining cards and as you add them to the top of the pack, slightly 
spread them so that you can see the indices. Note first what suit is missing, then 
mentally add the values and subtract the total from the nearest multiple of nine. 
In the case given above, suppose the three cards are the 3C, 4H, 6D, the missing 
suit is S, the total values 13, subtracting this from 18 leaves 5. Therefore the card 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqpfY2sN_jc
http://ezinearticles.com/?How-to-Overcome-Your-Stage-Fright-and-Master-Your-Performance&id=8399619
http://ezinearticles.com/?How-to-Overcome-Your-Stage-Fright-and-Master-Your-Performance&id=8399619


in the spectator's pocket must be the 5S. The result is surprising since the 
spectator 1 self cannot tell what card he picked up. 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
The Titanium Escape Ring 
 
A useful tool for covert and undercover operators, those that travel abroad in 
unstable countries, or anyone at risk of being held unlawfully. (..and magicians 
and escape artists ) 
  
"The Titanium Escape Ring adds another tool to the operator's E&E options for 
escaping captivity. 
 It's a simple but elegant-looking ring made of titanium, cut from solid bar stock 
and polished to a mirror finish. 
 But unlike all other rings, this one contains a saw and handcuff shim pick 
combination tool which is completely hidden from view when worn.  Located on a 
finger, its always in the exact area needed to quickly access and deploy, even 
when handcuffed. The shim can be used to open single-locked handcuffs, while 
the saw can cut zip-ties, disposable handcuffs, duct tape, rope, and other non-
metallic materials." 
 
http://www.uniquetitanium.com/Titanium-Escape-Ring_p_493.html  
--------------- 
 
Another Cool Tool..  The Language Translation Earpiece.. 
 
This could be the future of international communication.. An earpiece that 
translates foreign languages into the English language. I'm guessing it could be 
three or four versions before its stable.. but the idea is intriguing.  
 
http://www.coolthings.com/pilot-language-translation-earpiece/  
 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 

http://www.uniquetitanium.com/Titanium-Escape-Ring_p_493.html
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A Little Music to Sooth Your Soul... 
I thoroughly enjoy adding a little music to the Roadshow. I know this is not what 
we are about.. but I'm the editor and I want to add it... So there... 
This month I've added a little something from one of my very favorite 
performers.... Roy Buchanan.  
--------------- 
 
Roy Buchanan - Live From Austin Tx 
 
I'm not sure if anyone actually reads these little music tidbits. Perhaps I add them 
to the Roadshow for my personal enjoyment. Music moves me. Music inspires me 
in much the same way as watching a maestro like Slydini perform minor miracles. 
My last musical link was to a Joe Bonamassa video, and I consider Joe the premier 
guitar player in the world. That brings me to Roy Buchanan...  
 
Roy was a totally unassuming performer who could have become one of the most 
recognizable figures in the history of Rock. Instead, he played most of his career 
with lesser players, lesser bands, and did just enough to create a legacy that 
actually grows as the years pass. Roy was the only man to challenge Jimi Hendrix 
to a 'pick off'.. and Hendrix declined. Roy never used a wa wa pedal, never used a 
wang bar, and never utilized electronic magic to achieve his sound. Instead, he 
mastered his guitar, and used unusually loose strings to generate his brand of the 
Blues. After watching Hendrix perform in 1967, he knew, as good as Jimi was, that 
he (Roy) could not reproduce Jimi's sound.. but he also knew Jimi couldn't 
reproduce his without electronic wizardry.... Hendrix, who was very familiar with 
Roy's style, knew too, that he couldn't match Roy straight up.  
Actually Jimi Hendrix and Roy Buchanan shared TWO things in common... Both 
were at the very pinnacle of the guitar world, talent-wise.. and both couldn't sing 
worth a hoot. Of course, when you could play the blues as good as these two.. 
who the heck cared?   
 
Although probably politically incorrect in some circles, Roy's version of a song 
Hendrix made popular, HEY JOE, remains as a true testament to the genius of Roy 
Buchanan, a man PBS called " The greatest unknown guitarist in the world" when 
they aired a 'made for PBS' special in 1971. I've included a link to Hey Joe, and 
encourage you to listen to the ENTIRE song to understand a little something about 



one of my guitar heroes, cool hat, turtle neck, polyester pants.. and all. (Listen to 
the Hendrix tribute near the end..)    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMcjPZgK9GM  
 
The entire show.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMcjPZgK9GM&list=PLaqEok7ntu5uXg_Wqa
mtZdyL83C50VcgB&index=4  
----------- 
 
Go to Youtube and search for Roy's videos. There are some really great videos 
available to you if you want to familiarize yourself with this amazing artist. Like 
most great blues players, Roy was a troubled soul.... a rascal, a drunkard, a guy 
who would give you the shirt off his back. Unassuming in one moment and ready 
to rumble the next, Roy had friends in high places who tried their best to help Roy 
make it to the top. Unfortunately, he usually took the road less traveled. Everyone 
recognized Roy's immense talent... except Roy.  
In 1988, after a domestic dispute, Roy took to the bottle, got himself arrested for 
public intoxication, and was found hanging lifelessly in his jail cell, shirt around his 
neck. He was 48... Perhaps I feel for Roy because I've known folks just like him - 
troubled and super-talented. Unable to come to grips with whatever torture 
infused their childhood.. and spending their adult life clinging to God with one 
hand.. and a bottle with the other.  
 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMm0UJ1gkfg  
 
----------- 
 
Introducing Roy Buchanan - The World's Greatest Unknown Guitarist [1971] 
 
Full documentary of The PBS special originally airing in 1971. Roy is spotlighted 
here the year of his first release "Buch & The Snake Stretchers." Many of those 
songs performed Include clips of Bill Graham, Nils Lofgren, Merle Haggard and 
Johnny & Shuggie Otis. In interview segments Buchanan discusses his influences. 
Many of the live segments were filmed at Bill Graham's Fillmore East in New York 
City. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tg4Cj7NqGD4  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMcjPZgK9GM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMcjPZgK9GM&list=PLaqEok7ntu5uXg_WqamtZdyL83C50VcgB&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMcjPZgK9GM&list=PLaqEok7ntu5uXg_WqamtZdyL83C50VcgB&index=4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tg4Cj7NqGD4


/////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
Magic Trick Reviews...  Free to Everyone Facebook Group 
 
Please consider joining us at 'Magic Trick Reviews' on Facebook. You'll find a very 
nice selection of reviews, particularly by our friend, Jim Canaday, who is now 
reviewing for Big Blind Media as well as Murphy's Magic. Check it out...  
 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1755782251317278  
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
SIGN UP FOR THE MAGIC ROADSHOW.... 
 
Remember.. signing up for the Magic Roadshow Journal of Magic is Totally FREE. 
There is NO obligation and your email is 100% safe. (I don't even share it with my 
closes fellow magicians..) You will be notified each month when a new issue of 
the Roadshow publishes and you can unsubscribe with one click. 
 
Subscribe Here.. http://magicroadshow.com  
----------------------------- 
 
MAGIC NEWS. 
You can get your magic fix on Magic News every week. Don't wait a month for the 
next Roadshow. Instead, go to Magic News for the latest, along with the more 
interesting stories in the world of magic. Honestly, no other site publishes the 
breadth of magic related stories and videos as Magic News. 
http://MagicNews.org  
-------------------------------------- 
 
LIKE us on Facebook.. ( THANK YOU !! to all you Kind Folks who have...) 
http://www.facebook.com/magicroadshow  
http://www.facebook.com/themagicnews  
-------------------------- 
 
Dozens upon dozens of magic trick tutorial videos... http://etricks.info  
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1755782251317278
http://magicroadshow.com/
http://magicnews.org/
http://www.facebook.com/magicroadshow
http://www.facebook.com/themagicnews
http://etricks.info/


Even MORE magic trick, card trick, street magic and videos.. 
http://magicians.website  
______________ 
 
That does it for this issue. I hope you found something to help your magic along. 
Remember, if you have something you would like to share with the magic 
community, send it to: Rick@MagicRoadshow.com  
 
"Vive Tus Sueños - Live Your Dreams " 

  Rick Carruth / Editor 
 
Senior Professor - Camelard College of Conjuring of Chemmis, Egypt 
"Magic's Only Worldwide Honor Society" 
http://www.camelardcollege.org/ 
 
-------------------- 
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